
TRACE who killed Maria James?
THE STARS OF THE GROUNDBREAKING PODCAST LIVE IN CONVERSATION

 
 
In the ABC’s first ever true-crime podcast Rachael Brown 
investigates the circumstances and aftermath of the brutal 
1980 murder of Adam and Mark’s mother Maria at her 
Melbourne bookshop. Her murder has never been solved. 
However, the podcast and ensuing Trace investigation 
unearthed fresh leads and reinvigorated the quest for 
justice.
 
Then on November 30, 2018 there was a revelation; the 
Victorian Coroner would reopen the investigation into the 
38-year-old murder of Maria James. For the first time since 
the announcement the three people at the centre of the 
cold-case investigation that has captured the nation will come 
together at Australia’s largest event for people with disabilities; 
The Having a Say Conference February 4, 2019.
 
Facilitated by VALID CEO Kevin Stone the discussion will delve into the impact of the podcast on 
their lives, their unrelenting fight for justice and how brotherly bonds have kept Adam and James 
so steadfast and determined in the midst of such tragedy and subsequent frustrations.
 
Fans of the podcast are invited to join delegates of the world-renowned three day conference in 
this special event. Audience members will have the opportunity to hear Adam James in his own 
words and participate in a formal Q & A time.

Subscribe to Trace to follow the investigation
Subscribe via iTunes, the ABC Radio App or your favourite podcast service.

INTERVIEWS AVAILABLE

Join self-advocate Adam James and his brother Mark as they reflect upon their 
journey behind the scenes of groundbreaking Australian podcast TRACE.  For 
the first time both Maria’s boys will be joined on stage with series creator and 
author of Walkey Award-nominated book TRACE: who killed Maria James? 
Rachael Brown.

Non conference delegates still welcome to attend Standing By My 
Brother at the Having A Say 2019 please call the VALID office 9416 

5003 for details. 

To organise an interview with Mark and Adam 
James ahead of this very special event please 
contact Tully@valid.org.au or call the VALID 
office 9416 5003
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STANDING BY MY BROTHER      

https://www.valid.org.au/having-say



